
Better Treatments.

Improved understanding of disease 
and ICU care, anticiagulation.

Lower Acuity better treatments with 
more history.

Better Treatment plans as more data 
is uncovered.

About Vancery.

Vancery is a peer-to-peer platform that democratizes access to information from the world’s 
smartest and most accomplished people. Go to Vancery to collaborate with our advisor members 
on-demand or join Vancery Enterprise to enable your company to perform the highest value 
product and market research.

What is the Covid outlook of hospital administrators in urban areas in the US South?

We contacted a dozen Hospital Administrators with cumulative insight into 12k+ hospital beds 
concentrated in cities of Dallas, Houston, Tampa Bay, Orlando, and Jacksonville from June 18th 
through June 22nd of 2020.

Do you believe demand for beds for Covid-19 
patients will exceed your hospital’s capacity?
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88% of represented beds located in urban areas.
Chart results weighted by respondent bed count visability.
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Do you believe that your hospital will dedicate 
all of its beds to Covid-19 (i.e. halt elective 
patient activity)?
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What is the current mortality rate you expect of 
hospitalized Covid-19 patients?

What do you believe is the best explanation 
for the recent decoupling of Covid-19 
hospitalization and deaths?

I am about 50/50 on this. I am hopeful 
that companies will find one, but it 
may not be prior to september.

Hopeful, but not expecting…

I am hopefullly confident!

Request a demo at vancery.com/demo 
or email our team at sales@vancery.com.

Do you currently expect there to be a vaccine 
available prior to the upcoming flu season?
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Want to see the full survey?
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